
ISTOBAL launches its new ISTOBAL
M'NEX32 rollover: cutting-edge
technology and user experience
ISTOBAL launches the new ISTOBAL M'NEX32, taking a step ahead in its state-of-the-art
M'NEX rollover range. Relying on the latest technology, the development of this machine
by the Spanish company has paid special attention to offering an extraordinary car wash
experience while ensuring maximum efficiency and top quality, in line with the ISTOBAL
brand. The new model incorporates the latest features and innovative optional extras for
excellent vehicle care, turning the wash process into a show.

 

 

 



High technology and efficiency

The new ISTOBAL M'NEX32 rollover offers greater wash precision thanks to the pneumatic tilting of
the vertical brushes in two directions, to wash the most difficult vehicle shapes. In addition, a new-
generation system for flexible programming means each wash program can be personalised and
configured from scratch. Speeds, dosing pumps, light signs, and all functions can be set in line with
customer needs.

The rollover also offers a drying choice with maximum efficiency and minimum consumption
including: a full dry, a horizontal dry, and Smartflow - a system patented by ISTOBAL which
substantially reduces power use and noise levels during the drying process. A variety of high-pressure
pre-washes prepare the vehicle to improve the outcome of the brush wash, and the underchassis
wash systems take this very complete rollover to the forefront of design and innovation.

A user-experience focus

Improving the user experience has also been key in the development of the new model. The Infinite
mousse arch supplies high-density foam, bright colours, and a pleasant fragrance. Additionally, the
Spanish car wash leader has incorporated the latest lighting technologies with LED screens to
dynamically indicate the different car wash phases and LED centring guides that facilitate the
positioning of the vehicle.

Effective and environmentally friendly chemicals

The foam brushes fitted on the ISTOBAL-patented securing system and the ISTOBAL esens®
chemicals add value to the new rollover, increasing the efficiency of the facility. Chemical pre-washes
such as an insect remover or a rim cleaner, active foams that remove stubborn dirt and provide shine
and protection, state-of-the-art waxes such as Glossy Tears - a drying wax that repels rainwater - and
a number of super-concentrated scents to customise the car wash experience contribute to optimising
each service. In addition, Swan, the ecolabel of Nordic countries and one of the most important and
demanding sustainability certifications worldwide, certifies that ISTOBAL esens® products meet the
highest environmental criteria. 

Maximum connectivity

In terms of connectivity, ISTOBAL M'NEX32 offers complete centralised control of the facility thanks to
the high capacity and high processing speed of the Siemens controller. With native Profinet
connectivity, the rollover can be connected to the Internet and facilitate maintenance, and the touch
screen -built into the command post- makes it easier and more user friendly to connect and control all
the options installed.

Cutting-edge design and customisation

The new ISTOBAL M'NEX32 rollover is available in three wash heights, each of them with two different
widths. Its hot-dip galvanised steel structure provides stability and robustness. The structure can be

http://www.istobal.com/uk/automatic-car-wash/mnex32/
https://youtu.be/EczDc9nQ9wA
https://youtu.be/EczDc9nQ9wA
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customised with different lights and fairing models like the new futurist-style horizontal fairing.

All this makes ISTOBAL M'NEX32 the most complete, efficient and spectacular rollover. 

Click here to watch the video!

Contact information
ISTOBAL, S.A.
Avda. Conde del Serrallo, 10
46250 L’Alcúdia (Valencia)
Spain

 +34 962997940

 www.istobal.com

http://www.istobal.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Catalogo_MNex32_Ingles.pdf
https://youtu.be/9JEIWoT4P8E
http://www.istobal.com
https://www.petrolplaza.com/

